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WMRA News Stories are broadcast during Morning Edition & 

Weekend Edition and stories are typically 3-9 minutes in length. 

Virginia Insight is an hour long call-in talk show produced by WMRA and hosted by 

Tom Graham. It airs Monday, Thursday and Sunday afternoons from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. 

Satellite coverage is coded: 

<WMRL Lexington 60 dBu area> <WMRY Crozet 60 dBu area> 

ISSUE – Politics 

Virginia Insight: A Virginia Politics Update (59 Min) 

8/7  A former family values governor comes up with an unexpected courtroom defense. 

Virginia’s onetime “most powerful Congressman” announces he’s leaving office early. 

Just two of the surprise political headlines of late. We are certain to discover many more 

when we meet with our politics update team. 

Virginia Insight: A Virginia Politics Update (59 Min) 

9/15  The previous Governor gets convicted. The current Governor enrages 

environmentalists. The General Assembly gets ready to meet in Special Session to (once 

again) debate whether to sign on for billions in federal health care aid. And then there is 

all that talk of military action in the Middle East. Just some of the topics bound to arise as 

we meet with our politics update team. 

ISSUE – Science 

Virginia Insight: Alone with Your Thoughts (59 Min) 

7/31 It sounds pretty easy. Sit in a room, by yourself, with no distractions. Then just pay 

attention to your thoughts for 10 or 15 minutes. But apparently most of us cannot do it. 

Or, if we can, chances are good we will heartily dislike doing it. Those are the findings 

from an unusual new study. 

ISSUE – Society 

Virginia Insight: The Mental Health Care Gap (59 Min) 
8/25 A Virginia economist has developed a new model for gauging how many people are 
in need of mental health care.  He is now in the process of comparing that need to the 
level of services available. That economist is one of our guests as we consider who is 
getting necessary mental health care in the Old Dominion.  And who is not. 

Virginia Insight: The Madison Center (59 Min) 



9/11 Wouldn’t it be nice if local government could find ways to be more efficient and 

effective without spending tens of thousands of dollars on specialized consultants?  Enter 

in the new Madison Center for Community Development:  college students and their 

professors helping out in town halls across the commonwealth. 

 

Virginia Insight: Eclectic Conversations: “COMMUNITY” (59 Min) 
9/29 What does “community” mean to you?  What would your ideal community be?  If 

you really wanted to, how might you go about creating that ideal? 

 

WMRA News Story: Soul-Searching in the Valley Over a Crowded Jail (3:30 min) 

9/11 Like other communities across Virginia, residents of Rockingham County are 

wrestling with a big problem... What to do with an incarceration facility – the regional 

jail – that is overcrowded?  The options range from finding new alternatives for 

offenders, to expanding the current facility, or even building a new one.  WMRA’s 

Andrew Jenner has the story. 

 

 

ISSUE – Environment 
 

Virginia Insight: Checking on the Wild (59 Min) 
7/3 For more than 30 years, the Wildlife Center of Virginia has been treating injured 

animals and releasing them back into the wild. That work has garnered praise around the 

world. But now there is international attention on another front -- the Center’s success at 

cementing public support through use of internet portals. 

 

Virginia Insight: Climate Mapping (59 Min) 
7/10 How might you predict changes that could be coming to Earth’s climate in the years 

ahead?    Well, perhaps you could enter massive mountains of data into some of the 

world’s most powerful computers.   

 

Virginia Insight: Pipeline Concerns (59 Min) 
8/11 How do you feel about natural gas?   How do you feel about the possibility of an 

interstate natural gas pipeline running through your part of Virginia?    

 

WMRA News Story: Rail Safety in Virginia - 5 Part Series (3:30 min each) 

7/1 It’s been nearly two months since a train derailed in Lynchburg, sending a fireball 

into the sky above that city’s downtown and spilling oil into the James River.  Experts 

said the accident could have been far worse, and many communities along the state’s 32-

hundred miles of railroad face similar dangers. Sandy Hausman has this series on rail 

safety and why the risks have risen dramatically. 

 

WMRA News Story: Governor Touts New Farm Environmental Program (3:30 min) 

8/25 How do you bring farmers, environmentalists, Republicans and Democrats in 

Virginia together? How about a new program to protect the environment, while giving 

farmers in the Old Dominion a break from future regulations?  On Monday, August 25, 



Governor Terry McAuliffe and some Virginia lawmakers got together at a farm in 

Weyers Cave to celebrate the new program.  WMRA’s Andrew Jenner reports. 

 

 

ISSUE – Education 
 

Virginia Insight: Reading Out of School (59 Min) 
7/21 "Children who love to read have a step up in life.”  Recent surveys show most of us 

believe that.  But how do you get kids to love reading --or even willing to pick up a book 

while school is out? Is it possible that summer vacation might even be the perfect time for 

youngsters to discover a love for books? 

 

Virginia Insight: What Teachers Can Learn from Brain Scientists. What Scientists 

Can Learn from Teachers. (59 Min) 
8/4 People who teach:  Might their efforts be helped by what scientists have been 

discovering about the human brain?  David Daniel thinks that is possible.  But he believes 

it is at least as important for scientists to consider how they could benefit by listening to 

teachers. 

 

Virginia Insight: Standardized Testing: Benefits and Challenges (59 Min) 
8/4 Standardized tests.  They have long been part of public education.  But is an 

increasing emphasis on these exams having unintended consequences?  The state of 

testing in Virginia schools is our focus. 

 

 

ISSUE – Immigration/Citizenship 
 

WMRA News Story: First Step to Citizenship? Often, Learning English (3:30 min) 

9/24 Under the best of circumstances, the path to U.S. citizenship for immigrants can take 

years. But as WMRA’s Andrew Jenner reports, the longest journey often begins with the 

language barrier. 

 


